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Evolution in Four Dimensions: Genetic, Epigenetic, Behavioral, and Symbolic Variation in the History of Life (Life and Mind: Philosophical Issues in Biology and Psychology)A Bradford Book, 2014

	This new edition of the widely read Evolution in Four Dimensions has been revised to reflect the spate of new discoveries in biology since the book was first published in 2005, offering corrections, an updated bibliography, and a substantial new chapter. Eva Jablonka and Marion Lamb's pioneering argument proposes that there is more...
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Essential Family Medicine: Fundamentals and Cases with STUDENT CONSULT Access (Rakel, Essential Family Medicine)Saunders, 2006

	This textbook provides 46 case studies representing problems frequently encountered in primary care. They are authored by family physicians and are typical of patients seen in their practices. Each case includes a table listing the Key Points presented. An evidence-based grade is given to each reference.

	
		Provides...
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The Lost Boyz: A Dark Side of GraffitiWaterside Press, 2011

	At age 14, author Justin Rollins went from being a bullied child to the leader of The Warriorz, a group of London street kids involved in graffiti tagging and other crimes, including a series of violent encounters. Eventually given a substantial custodial sentence for an attack with a meat cleaver in the London Underground, Rollins became...
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Transformation of Sydney’s Industrial Historic Waterfront: The Production of Tourism for ConsumptionPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book examines the impacts of tourism-led transformations on the industrial historical waterfront at Darling Harbour and The Rocks in Sydney, Australia in the context of urban restructuring and deindustrialisation. The book also offers an extended reflection on the paradoxes between tourism and heritage. This discussion is not a new concept....
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A Natural History of BeerYale University Press, 2019

	A celebration of beer—its science, its history, and its impact on human culture

	

	What can beer teach us about biology, history, and the natural world? From ancient Mesopotamian fermentation practices to the resurgent American craft brewery, Rob DeSalle and Ian Tattersall peruse the historical record and traverse...
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Researching Risk and Uncertainty: Methodologies, Methods and Research Strategies (Critical Studies in Risk and Uncertainty)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Understanding and managing risk and uncertainty is a central task in contemporary societies characterised by rapid social, technological and environmental change.

		

		This book presents research approaches used by scholars who all share a passion to gain new insights in how individuals, organisations and societies...
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Risk Management and Capital AdequacyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A Step-by-Step Approach for Integrating Market, Credit, and Operational Risk Management--While Complying with New Basel Accord Guidelines

For financial institutions around the world, the work involved in managing market, credit, and operational risk exposures--as well as the capital required to support such...
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Innovation in Information TechnologyNational Academy Press, 2003
The health of the computer science field and related disciplines has
been an enduring concern of the National Research Council’s Computer  cience and Telecommunications Board (CSTB). From its first reports in the late 1980s, CSTB has examined the nature, conduct, scope, and directions of the research that drives innovation in...
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Masters of the Mind: Exploring the Story of Mental Illness from Ancient Times to the New MillenniumJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The mind is unique in its interest to people from all walks of life. This interest is not new; throughout written history people have observed, described, and pondered strange behaviors and thoughts within themselves and their neighbors. The questions that people have posed about these experiences seem so simple and basic. Why do we seek to...
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The History of Approximation Theory: From Euler to BernsteinBirkhauser, 2005
The problem of approximating a given quantity is one of the oldest challenges faced by mathematicians. Its increasing importance in contemporary mathematics has created an entirely new area known as Approximation Theory. The modern theory was initially developed along two divergent schools of thought: the Eastern or Russian group, employing...
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Illustrated History of Landscape DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The constructed landscape embodies a vision of creative power. The gardens and landscapes of the past serve as an endless source of possibility and inspiration. Discovering how the elements of nature have been recombined in different times and places intrigues us. Our purpose in assembling a visual reference of historic landscapes is to...
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Textbook of Physical Diagnosis: History and Examination With STUDENT CONSULT Online Access, 5e (Textbook of Physical Diagnosis (Swartz))Saunders, 2005

	For more than a decade, Textbook of Physical Diagnosis has detailed how to derive the maximum diagnostic information from interviewing and examining patients. Now the text that has been labeled "the Gray's Anatomy of physical diagnosis" returns in a New Edition that continues to emphasize a "patient first" philosophy....
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